
REPEAT TRACK

HOW TO TRAIN YOUR STAFF – Practical tips and suggestions on how to conduct internal
training.

UPDATE ON BROKER CE - The Broker Known Importer Program Began in 2015, but has had
a slow start.  A discussion of what it is intended to accomplish, what are Customs and Border
Protection’s expectations.  This includes a review of the questionnaire, a look obligations and
risks in performing the compliance review, with a look at what the benefits can be for
participants.

SANCTIONS UPDATE – Who is playing nice with whom in the global sandbox!

MANAGING UNKNOWN RISKS - We are going to focus on risks caused by non-trade
departments and how to identify and manage them. 

WRITING AN EFFECTIVE RESUME’ – The do’s and don’ts of creating a resume that gets
noticed!

ADVANCED FTZ CONCEPTS - Advanced FTZ Concepts will dive into more complex trade
compliance and operational concepts that companies may have to address when implementing
a new FTZ site and/or performing an operational review on an existing site.  The presentation
will cover how compliance topics such as antidumping, dutiable assists, sets, kitting, and more
will affect or not affect your FTZ operations.  More advanced FTZ concepts such as direct
delivery, trans load, and inventory tax savings will also be addressed.

BEST IN CLASS IMPORT PRACTICES - This session will be devoted to describing and
exploring some of the very best import compliance management practices and techniques
including:

• Garnering and maintaining Senior Management support
• Planning, objectives and project management
• Vendor and supplier management and onboarding new ones
• Pre-entry processes
• Post entry processes
• Technology
• Leveraging other internal resources
• Customs Broker and Service Provider management
• Participation in CBP incentive-based partnership programs

One hour of thought-provoking tips, tricks and insights to help you better manage a highly
compliant import program.  

BASIC CHEMICAL CLASSIFICATION –This presentation will provide guidance on classifying
organic chemicals in the U.S. Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) Chapters 29 and 30
Topics Include:
• Mixtures, Classifying drugs, placebos
• Definitions of chemistry terms necessary for classification
• Chemical and Pharmaceutical Appendices
• Placebos
• Prototypes



COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY WITH CBP – Tips on creating better rapport with CBP as
opposed to an adversarial relationship. 

UNDERSTANDING CBP ENTRY RECONSILIATION PROCESS – Detailed instruction on how
the entry reconciliation process works.

TARRIFF ENGINEERING – Tariff engineering is an important tactic that can enable importers
to legally reduce the duty rate applied to their imports. Unlike tariff evasion, which is illegal, tariff
engineering is a legal strategy by which importers can seek to engineer products such that at
the time of importation they can be subject to lower duty rates.  The seminar will cover the legal
concepts, discuss examples and opportunities presented for tariff engineering under free trade
agreements.

EXPALINING DEEMED EXPORTS - 
Have you ever felt like you were talking a foreign language when trying to explain the concept of
“deemed exports”? If so, this session is for you.
We will cover an overview of the regulations including any new requirements under ECR. We
will go through several scenarios (domestic and international) including a discussion of when a
U.S. person may be considered a foreign person.  
You should walk away with a good understanding of the regulations and hopefully have gained
some insight as to how to explain the concept of “deemed exports” to others.

USING ACE IN YOUR DAILY OPERATIONS - The Using Ace in your Daily Operations session
will be an interactive workshop where we will learn to run and modify ACE import and export
reports, add data elements to existing reports and gain a better understanding of what the data
means to your company.  We will go over some tips and tricks to make ACE a more useful tool
for you and your company. Bring your laptop, fully charged battery and ACE login information so
you can follow along as we learn about ACE together.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR ENTERING THE CANADIAN MARKET – Covering legal
strategies relating to choice of business vehicle for Canadian presence, establishing customs
valuation, tariff classification and origin practices, legal documentation, registrations, books and
records, and use of suitable trade compliance programs.  These elements are important
considerations of foreign businesses seeking initial access to the Canadian market.
Participants take away an appreciation of the need for timely preparation in advance of
commencement of Canadian business and practical matters that must be addressed and
prioritized.

MINIMIZING RISK, EXPOSURE AND LIABILITY - Import and export compliance violations can
be both expensive and life-changing for multinational companies and organizations.  How then
can one navigate through the complex arena of trade compliance, particularly in an aggressive
enforcement environment?  In this session we will not only identify the common trade
compliance risks and pitfalls, but we will also provide sustainable and user-friendly mitigation
tactics to effectively construct a robust trade compliance program

IMPORTS – SESSION DESCRIPTIONS



How to Prepare for an ISA Review

Importers with an interest in the Importer Self- Assessment program voluntarily commit to the
participation in an Assessment Review Meeting (ARM) to demonstrate their internal controls
related to import regulations compliance management.  This presentation will discuss the key
components necessary in the preparation for the Assessment Review Meeting (ARM) that will
have a positive influence for a successful  Importers Self-Assessment review. It is our
professional opinion that preparation is the key to an importers ability to demonstrate the
compliance capabilities of their organization.

Topics will include…

 Senior management informed compliance information exchange

 Internal controls update and review

 ISA committee creation

 Action item implementation for compliance production and demonstration

 Internal compliance resource demonstration

 External compliance resource demonstration

 ITRAC and ACE data review

 Import transaction walk through

 Compliance Manual Demonstration

 ISA Compliance Presentation

 Partnership with ISA team representatives

 Production upon demand of compliance deliverables as a result of initial process review

Better Compliance Through Sampling:
Dealing with thousands of transactions and products often makes identification and
quantification of risks or errors difficult if not impossible.  This panel will provide an in depth
review of the various sampling methods, explaining key terms and rules.  It will also describe
why and when different sampling methods should be used, such as using statistical sampling
methods to determine loss of revenue in prior disclosures, or targeting areas of risk and levels
of non-compliance.  Providing real world examples, we will explain CBP’s sampling rules and
techniques, including use of sampling in audits and how to offset duty underpayments with
overpayments.  Finally, the panel will review common errors in sampling and how to avoid these
errors. If done properly, sampling can make your compliance operations more efficient and
effective.  You also may be able to use what you learn on the tables in Vegas.



Operational Challenges Maintaining a Compliant Free Trade Agreement (FTA) Program

From properly classifying one’s products and components - to soliciting supplier documentation
- to dealing with complicated rules of origin, the operational challenges associated with
maintaining a compliant Free Trade Agreement program are real and a source of stress for
trade compliance personnel.

Without consideration of any particular FTA automation solution, this presentation will break
down the important elements of an effective FTA process with suggestions on where
automation may provide operational relief and the support necessary for any subsequent FTA
eligibility audits.

Center of Excellence and Expertise – CBP and an Importer’s Perspective
Centers of Excellence and Expertise transform the way CBP approaches trade operations and
works with the international trade community. The Centers represent CBP's expanded focus on
“Trade in the 21st Century” by aligning with modern business practices, focusing on industry-
specific issues, and by providing tailored support to unique trading environments. The Centers
were established to increase uniformity of practices across ports of entry, facilitate the timely
resolution of trade compliance issues nationwide, and further strengthen critical agency
knowledge on key industry practices.   On this session, the Director of Apparel, Footwear &
Textile will provide an update on the CEE program and prompt discussion on the future of the
CEEs.  In addition, you will hear an importer’s perspective on the CEE and benefits of
participation in the program.

Protest Denied! Now, what?
A denied protest is not necessarily the end of the line in a dispute with Customs and Border
Protection. In this session, we will discuss the protest process as the first step in bringing a case
to the U.S. Court of International Trade. We will discuss when and how to commence an action
and what to expect from the litigation process. The program will end with a moot-court style
presentation in which knowledgeable customs lawyers argue a classification case. You will be
the jury.

Prior Disclosures with U.S. Customs and Border Protection
This session will provide a legal and practical perspective on filing voluntary prior disclosures
with U.S. Customs and Border Protection for violations of the import laws.  The following issues
will be covered:

• Benefits of submitting a Prior Disclosure

• Key factors that should guide your decision on whether to submit

• How to secure senior-management buy-in if you want to submit a prior disclosure

• Determining the scope of your disclosure:  How far back you should go

• When to submit a disclosure if a CBP formal investigation has begun

• How to complete the disclosure process and ensure disclosure protection is obtained



• How to prepare the best disclosure that will end the matter and not subject you to 
audit

• Submitting disclosures that involve non-compliance by multiple ports and/or a large 
volume of entries

• Paying duties and interest:  How and when a tender should be made

• Offsetting

Writing Binding Rulings

How to write a ruling request.  First the format, then the arguments.  This sessions covers the
format, a start to get you past the writer’s block.  Then it reviews the tools to help you write a
winning argument.  Using the tools of the trade, binding rulings, court decisions, Customs
publications and the tariff to your advantage.  How to convince Customs to see things your way.

Consumer Product Safety (CPS) Regulations & Other OGAs

This session will provide an overview of existing and newly updated and enforced programs,
including labeling and product packaging.  Learn how importers are taking the lead in testing,
monitoring and ensuring the proper labeling and packaging requirements are in place prior to
importation.   Understand how CPS regulations are enforced at the federal and state level.  
Session will include how to establish an effective program around CPS requirements and
ensure your company’s ability to remain compliant with these expansive regulations.  

Duty Drawback
Is your company taking advantage of all the benefits of drawback?  Join us to learn the basics
and some not so basic methods.  Drawback may also work well in conjunction with other CBP
programs.  It is also time to re-visit if you may impacted by the recent and upcoming changes in
drawback regulations.  Whether you are a first-time claimant or have been claiming for years,
there may be potential opportunities you are not aware of.

How to respond to CBP 28s and 29s

The first half will cover the internal process followed at a large importer to:
 ensure that CBP communications are forwarded appropriately within the company
 communicate with CBP and understand exactly what is being requested
 gather all relevant facts and samples if required
 thoroughly research the issue within Customs’ Regulations and policies
 correctly respond to CBP within the allotted timeframe
 action any changes that are required
 recordkeeping

The second half will cover the legal aspect of CBP 28s and 29s including:



 Reading between the lines of Customs’ correspondence,
 Risks and opportunities presented by Customs’ inquiries,
 Due diligence responsibilities, and 
 Options for corrective actions.

Consumer Product Safety (CPS) Regulations & Other OGAs

This session will provide an overview of existing and newly updated and enforced programs,
including labeling and product packaging.  Learn how importers are taking the lead in testing,
monitoring and ensuring the proper labeling and packaging requirements are in place prior to
importation.   Understand how CPS regulations are enforced at the federal and state level.  
Session will include how to establish an effective program around CPS requirements and
ensure your company’s ability to remain compliant with these expansive regulations.  

CBP’s Trade Transformation Initiatives:  Are You Ready, Willing and Able?
In today’s burgeoning global economy, countries that strive to grow and prosper must expedite
the flow of legitimate commerce, while simultaneously ensuring supply chain resilience in times
of disaster, disruption or service failures. To achieve these goals with respect to cross-border
trade, U.S. Customs and Border Protection has implemented a series of initiatives, collectively
coined as “Trade Transformation.” These include, among others, ACE, Trade Partnerships, and
the Centers of Excellence and Expertise.  This presentation will “tell it like it is” from the
viewpoint of trade counsel.

Developing a Compliance Program for the 21st Century
CBP's Vision and Strategy 2020 Strategic Plan, full-on ACE implementation and other proposed
and implemented partnership programs provide a blueprint for where companies need to take
their compliance programs in the 21st Century.  This session will focus on CBP's objectives for
the road ahead and how companies can tailor their compliance organizations to meet those
expectations.

The Do’s and Don’ts of Letters of Credit

The do’s of a letter of credit are as important as the don’ts. The do’s involve checking the
details. The don’ts involve avoiding the common pitfalls made by many sellers (and buyers).
This session will provide you with information to avoid the pitfalls (don’ts) along with information
- and a checklist to help you successfully complete the presentation of your documentation to
the bank who is to pay your firm the funds owed.

CREATING A SUCCESSFUL FIRST SALE PROGRAM

In a sense, every successful first sale program is supported by a “three legged stool,” with each
leg representing one of the three essential elements needed to run a successful first sale
program: the right vendors; the right people (e.g., customs compliance, sourcing, and legal),
and; the right mindset for structural flexibility and continued compliance.  In this presentation, we
will discuss each of the critical elements noted above with the aim of helping your company
create, balance, and maintain a successful first sale duty savings program.



BOOTCAMP TRACK

How to Choose a Broker? 
Speaker: Mike Lahar

This session will cover the process of selecting and managing a Customs Broker.  What are the
best questions to ask in an RFQ?  What types of KPI’s are the most meaningful? What should
an importer expect of his or her broker vs. consultant vs. an attorney?  What other types of
services should a good Customs Broker provide his or her clients? What are some ideas about
improving the relationship between the importer and broker?  How can an importer leverage this
relationship?  What about automation?  Product files? Rulings? Meeting? Recordkeeping?
Trusted Trader Programs?  All these questions and more will be explored, along with war
stories, and victory dances! 

Commodity Jurisdiction
Speaker:  Dennis Farrell - Analog Devices, Inc.

When you are in doubt about which agency’s jurisdiction (Commerce vs. State) should apply to
the item you are trying to classify for export purposes, you may need to submit a Commodity
Jurisdiction (CJ) Request to the Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (DDTC) at the US State
Department.
This session will explain the steps exporters should take when preparing a CJ request for
submission to DDTC.  Attendees will come away from this session with some practical and
simple concepts for managing their CJ requests and understand some of the subtle differences
that have taken place since the inception of Export Control Reform (ECR) in the United States.

Determining an ECCN
Speaker: Don Niece

Correct classification is essential to determining whether or not an export license may be
required.  This session will introduce the basic concepts required to assure that the correct
Export Control Classification Number is determined.  This will include examples showing the
steps necessary to properly review the item and the Commerce Control List.  Discussion will
also include potential pitfalls.  On completion, attendees should have a solid grasp of ECCN
classification requirements.

“How to Prepare and Conduct your Import Internal Risk Assessment”
Speaker: Eric Lorenz

This session will be based around five risk areas which businesses face when shipping goods
internationally; classification, valuation, country of origin, documentation/licensing and
preferential trade agreements.  Attendees will learn details of these top five risk areas and how
to easily identify those risks within their businesses through unique risk assessment procedures.
Best practice procedures will be provided to implement business specific applications to mitigate
and manage the areas of risk they face while engaging in international business practices.

“How to Conduct an Audit of your Customs Brokers and Freight Forwarders”
Speaker: Heather Kramer



Back by popular demand, in this session we will cover best practices for managing compliance
audits of your partners in brokerage and forwarding.  We will also cover the recommended steps
to creating your internal customs compliance audit program. There will also be guidance on how
to manage audits of large volumes of import and export transactions via data analytics. We will
illustrate the limits of random sampling vs the broader view of managing trade data
discrepancies via reporting including ACE and the new export data viewable in ACE. 

Six Simple Steps to ITAR Compliance
Speaker: Jim Bartlett

“Six Simple Steps to ITAR Compliance” is designed for beginners as well as for specialists who 
want to pick up tips on teaching an introduction to ITAR course.  The hour will cover DDTC 
registration, product classification, licensing, exemptions, compliance, and what to do about 
suspected violations.  Presenter: Jim Bartlett, author of U.S. Export Controls, Bartlett’s 
Annotated ITAR, Bartlett’s Annotated FTR, and Editor of “The Daily Bugle.”  (Repeated from 
prior conference by popular demand.) 

"Recordkeeping: Good, Better, Best and Bestest”
Speaker: Jamie Adams

"Recordkeeping: Good, Better, Best and Bestest” – Will review the basic requirements of import
and export recordkeeeping and review several case studies of how companies leveraged basic
to advanced methods to meet the regulations and also drive efficiency and cost savings."

Country of Origin Determination and Marking Requirements
Speaker: John Adamo

This session will cover the basic requirements for a Customs-compliant shipment with respect to
Country of Origin.  Attendees will also learn about how to determine the country of origin of
articles under what are known as Non-Preferential Rules of Origin, with a focus on US Customs
interpretation of “substantial transformation”.  The speaker will share his experience with some
of the challenges of getting Country of Origin correct, and what can happen when you don’t.

Creating a Functional Export Compliance Manual Presentation Summary
Speaker: Jonathon Heinonen

The backbone of any export compliance program is a working and functioning compliance
manual.  This is the business plan for your compliance program.  It should be treated as a living
document that is adapted as your internal and external operational and risk environment
changes. This presentation will cover the function of a manual, how to go about creating it, how
to keep it “alive,” and ways to help it “grow” along with your organization. 

How to Develop a Robust Export Audit Program
Speaker: Laura Putnam



How do you know if your company is following the US export regulations and performing the
necessary export compliance related activities?  Do you have the documentation to prove it?
This one hour session will cover the internal review segment of the US BIS Export Management
Compliance Program guidelines.  It will go over the essential export compliance components,
audit criteria based on identified export compliance areas and related risk factors, and the audit
tools necessary to conduct an internal review.

Customs Valuation:  Additions to Value - Understanding Assists and Supplemental
Payments
Speaker: Marian Ladner

This session will discuss the elements of dutiable value as it pertains to assists, additions to the
price paid or payable and recognizing these costs in your entered values.  Also covered will be
how to quantify these additions to dutiable vale as well as optional methods for declaring same. 

Selling Trade Compliance-The Power of Influence
Speaker: Steve Zisser

From the creators of Masters Method, learn how to gain more trade compliance support,
resources and recognition.  In this high energy session with real hands-on activities you will
learn how to use the power of influence to successfully and strategically promote trade
compliance throughout all company departments.  Come learn how to effectively communicate
with each company department to create a win/win for both trade compliance and each
company department.

Understanding Encryption 
Speaker: Suzanne Kao and Sean Ryan

Overview of US and global authorities export control regulatory requirements and national
encryption controls in France, China, Russia, Israel and Hong Kong applicable to the movement
of encryption software, source code, and hardware.  Includes a summary of typical compliance
challenges resulting from the business operations and industry specific flows for
software/source code development and deployment, and physical exports, and sharing of
leading practices for internal controls to effectively manage risk in this area. 

Understanding Export Licensing – Beginners Level
Speaker: Christel Vilogron

Overview of license types, other export authorizations, and issuing agencies.
Finding out which export authorization applies to your export, how to get a
license, and how to use and keep it or another export authorization.

Know right questions to ask for the correct answer to “do I need a license?”  An
overall awareness of license exceptions, Agreements, and their usefulness will
also be gained.  Know where and how to get a license, and what to do to keep it.



So You are Now the Compliance Manager ? ! ? !
Speaker: Arika Rainbolt

This session will walk you through the steps needed to evaluate your team and company’s
current trade compliance program. Then, describe how to go about prioritizing your next steps
based on risk and supply chain interruption.  We will discuss the importance of enthusiasm and
how to sell trade compliance within your team and organization. 



EXPORT TRACKS – MARCH 2016 ICPA CONFERENCE

Speaker/Topic: Heather Kramer - Export Documentation “Do’s and Don’ts
Description: Have you ever  looked at  all  of  the  export  documentary output  your company
provides  to  customers  and  freight  forwarders?  How  do  you  clearly  communicate  the  EEI
information to forwarders in Routed Export Transactions? What are the best practices for export
invoice data elements in the end to end trade transaction? These topics as well as the impact of
incoterms on export documentation and how to communicate the ITN to your forwarders and
customers will be covered in the session.  

Speaker/Topic: Amy Zacher - Exporting to Embargoed Countries
Description: This  session  will  address  when non-US companies  need  to  worry  about  US
embargos. How BIS regulations and OFAC regulations interact. Why the time to get a license
varies. What is required to ship to each of the embargoed countries? Finally we will discuss
general licenses and go through the current process to obtain export licenses to embargoed
countries. This session will focus on Agriculture, Medical Devices and Pharmaceutical exports
for individual familiar with exporting but new to embargoed country shipments.

Speaker/Topic: Bruce Leeds - Export Control Reform 
Description: Export Control Reform has been in progress for more than two years.  In some
ways it has made it easier to obtain approvals or qualify for license exceptions; in other ways
Export Control Reform has made things more complicated and difficult.  This session will cover
the latest changes to the US Munitions List and Commerce Control List and also definitions and
terms  used  in  the  International  Traffic  in  Arms  Regulations  and  Export  Administration
Regulations.  The session will also go through a decision tree example of classifying articles for
export using the “specially designed” rule under the revised regulations. 

Speaker/Topic: Amy Ross - Stacking the Deck in Your Favor: Automated Screening  
Description: Between the complexities of your company’s systems, relying on the business and
IT  to  provide  the  right  information  about  transactions  and  processes,  the  large  number  of
restricted party lists, and something called “fuzzy logic”, implementing an automated screening
program can feel like a game of chance. Knowing how to play your hand will increase your odds
of success.  Learn the strategies of the game and which cards you need for a winning from a
seasoned player.  

Speaker/Topic: Larry Hansen - The Not so Sexy Checklist for becoming a successful Exporter 
Description: Enforcement by Customs and Border Protection is increasingly marked by post
entry  audits.  This  presentation  will  focus  on  changes  in  the  auditing  protocols   used  by
Customs, how they will affect you if you are audited and how you can best prepare for an audit
whether you are audited or not.

Speaker/Topic: Adrienne Braumiller C-TPAT for Exports
C-TPAT for exporters is a voluntary program to enhance cargo security for shipments leaving
the US. In this  session we will  explore  how to participate,  what’s  required to  succeed and
whether  the benefits outweigh the burdens.   We will  also discuss latest  developments and
what’s on the horizon.STILL NOT CONFIRMED
Speaker/Topic: Robert  Shapiro -  Executive Briefing on Export  Controls/Personal  Liability  &
Penalties for Export Violations
Description: You just determined that your company has multiple export control and sanctions
violations.  The executive team has asked “how much will the penalty be?” “Can I, or anyone
else in the company, be held personally liable?” In this session we will learn how to speak with
the executive team about violations, how to quantify the risks, and how to gauge the potential
penalty.  There is no spoon full of sugar that will help digest the news of an export violation, but
with this session you will have the tools to answer questions with confidence.

Speaker/Topic: Peter Bulters - EU/UK Export Controls for Non-EU Compliance Professionals



 The  EU  Export  Control  principles  are  as  in  the  US  having  the  same  foundation  as  the
regulations within the US, i.e. THE Wassenaar Agreements. The reality will learn us that we
have basic differences. Compliance with US rules and regulation might ask for extra attention of
the European Rules and regulations. Also the European Union has extra territorial rules, so in
some scenarios for a shipment from the US towards another Non-EU country, European Laws
might still be enforced.

Speaker/Topic: Estela Clemenz Clark - Using SNAP-R
Description: This session will focus on defining the basics of the Simplified Network Application
Process - Redesign (SNAP-R) and demonstrating its different uses such as; how to apply for
export  and  re-export  license  applications,  commodity  classification  requests,  encryption
registration, handling license access for multiple users within an organization and understanding
the communication mechanism between you and BIS officer.

Speaker/Topic: Darren P. Riley How  to  Apply  for  DSP-5  and  DSP-73  Licenses  and
Technical Assistance Agreements
Description: The session will provide participants with an understanding of how to prepare and
submit DSP-5 and DSP-73 license requests and requests for technical assistance agreements
using  DTRADE.   Participants  will  receive  practical  tips  and  strategies  for  completing  the
requests to facilitate timely review by the Directorate of Defense Trade Controls.

Speaker/Topic: Shannon Fura Export  Voluntary  Disclosures:  The  Messy  Issues  with
“Coming Clean” "Export Voluntary Disclosures: The Messy Issues with “Coming Clean” --
Description: Once an export violation is identified, what are the issues/implications of filing a
voluntary  disclosure  including:  legal  considerations,  business  considerations,  internal
investigation/review, timing of notification to the Government, approach to Government interface
(BIS,  DDTC,  OFAC,  Census,  etc.),  corrective  actions,  follow-up  assessment,
policies/procedures, potential outcomes, and communications with management.

Speaker/Topic: Mark Boileau - Export control implications for mergers & acquisitions
Description: Export control implications for mergers & acquisitions:  In this session, we'll review
how export control fits into the merger & acquisition process, including suggested steps during
the initial target due diligence review, the pre-acquisition investigation, and ultimately the post-
acquisition integration.  We'll talk about key concepts such as successor liability, the handling of
discovered issues and voluntary disclosures from a practitioner's perspective, as well as the
cultural and social challenges we face in this environment.

Speaker/Topic: Marie Aimee -  License Exception
License Exceptions are authorizations that allow you to do your trade transactions in lieu of
obtaining a license. They are readily available for use, as long as you meet their requirements.
In this session, we’ll go over ECCN-based Exceptions GBS, CIV, STA, LVS, and Transaction-
Based  (TMP,  RPL,  GOV,  BAG).  We’ll  cover  the  additional  recordkeeping  and  reporting
requirements that comes with using an exception authorization; and of course, when you should
not use an exception and go request a license instead.

Speaker/Topic: Omari Wooden - Understanding Routed Exports / USPPI Designation
Description: This session will focus on learning best practices in export compliance as it relates
to the requirements found in the Foreign Trade Regulations. Gain a better understanding of your
role and responsibility in an export transaction.

Speaker/Topic: Brian Curran CJ's for Military Items
A commodity jurisdiction (“CJ”) determination is a U.S. Government interagency decision on
whether a company’s item or service is subject to the International Traffic in Arms Regulations
(“ITAR”).  In this session, we will explore the scope of ITAR jurisdiction, the impact of Export
Control  Reform  on  CJs,  and  factors  to  consider  in  assessing  whether  to  submit  a  CJ
determination  request.   We  also  will  provide  practical  tips  on  submitting  CJ  determination
requests.


